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Abstract
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The CYP2D6 enzyme metabolizes ~25% of common medications, yet homologous pseudogenes
and copy-number variants (CNVs) make interrogating the polymorphic CYP2D6 gene with shortread sequencing challenging. Therefore, we developed a novel long-read, full gene CYP2D6
single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing method using the Pacific Biosciences platform.
Long-range PCR and CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing of 10 previously genotyped controls identified
expected star (*) alleles, but also enabled suballele resolution, diplotype refinement, and discovery
of novel alleles. Coupled with an optimized variant calling pipeline, CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing
was highly reproducible as triplicate intra- and inter-run non-reference genotype results were
completely concordant. Importantly, targeted SMRT sequencing of upstream and downstream
CYP2D6 gene copies characterized the duplicated allele in 15 control samples with CYP2D6
CNVs. The utility of CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing was further underscored by identifying the
diplotypes of 14 samples with discordant or unclear CYP2D6 configurations from previous
targeted genotyping, which again included suballele resolution, duplicated allele characterization,
and discovery of a novel allele and tandem arrangement (CYP2D6*36+*41). Taken together,
long-read CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing is an innovative, reproducible, and validated method for
full-gene characterization, duplication allele-specific analysis and novel allele discovery, which
will likely improve CYP2D6 metabolizer phenotype prediction for both research and clinical
testing applications.

CORRESPONDENCE TO: Stuart A. Scott, PhD, Assistant Professor, Department of Genetics and Genomic Sciences, Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai, One Gustave L. Levy Place, Box 1497, New York, NY, 10029, Tel. 212-241-3780, Fax. 212-241-1464,
stuart.scott@mssm.edu.
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INTRODUCTION
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One of the most influential discoveries in the field of human pharmacogenetics has been the
identification of polymorphic debrisoquine metabolism in 1977 (Mahgoub, et al., 1977), and
the subsequent realization that the ‘poor metabolism’ trait was inherited in an autosomal
recessive fashion due to variant alleles encoding a hepatic cytochrome P450 oxidase (Meier,
et al., 1983). The responsible enzyme, cytochrome P450 2D6 (CYP2D6; MIM# 124030),
was purified and characterized (Gonzalez, et al., 1988; Gough, et al., 1990; Heim and
Meyer, 1990; Kimura, et al., 1989), and is now believed to be directly involved in the
metabolism of ~25% of all commonly used drugs (Owen, et al., 2009). The CYP2D6 gene
on chromosome 22q13.2 is highly polymorphic, with over 100 variant star (*) alleles
catalogued by the Human Cytochrome P450 (CYP) Allele Nomenclature Committee (Sim
and Ingelman-Sundberg, 2010), many of which are associated with reduced or no enzyme
activity. Importantly, CYP2D6 is also prone to copy number variation (CNV), including
both gene duplication and deletion, and complex rearrangements with the CYP2D7
pseudogene, which can significantly influence the interpretation of CYP2D6 genotyping,
sequencing, and phenotype prediction (Ramamoorthy and Skaar, 2011).
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Clinical CYP2D6 testing by targeted genotyping is widely available with result
interpretation that typically categorizes individuals into one of four predicted CYP2D6
metabolism phenotypes based on genotype: ultrarapid (UM), extensive (EM), intermediate
(IM), and poor (PM) (Gaedigk, et al., 2008; Owen, et al., 2009). The growing interest and
potential utility of clinical CYP2D6 testing is evidenced by recently published practice
guidelines for CYP2D6 genotype-directed codeine (Crews, et al., 2012; Crews, et al., 2014),
tricyclic antidepressant (TCA) (Hicks, et al., 2013), and selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor (SSRI) (Hicks, et al., 2015) treatment by the Clinical Pharmacogenetics
Implementation Consortium (CPIC) (Relling and Klein, 2011).
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Interrogating the polymorphic CYP2D6 gene is challenging due to the high sequence
homology with its pseudogenes (Gaedigk, 2013). As such, many of the currently available
CYP2D6 genetic tests incorporate an initial long-range PCR to specifically amplify long
fragments of the CYP2D6 gene (~2–7 kb) prior to targeted genotyping or other mutation
scanning technique (e.g., TaqMan, Sanger sequencing, etc.). The pseudogene homology also
can interfere with common next-generation sequencing platforms as the capture of targeted
CYP2D6 regions and subsequent read alignment may erroneously be derived from or
attributed to CYP2D7, respectively. Moreover, accurate prediction of CYP2D6 metabolizer
status necessitates direct analysis of the duplicated gene copy (or copies) when an increased
copy number is detected, particularly when identified concurrently with normal activity and
loss-of-function alleles in compound heterozygosity (e.g., *1/*4, DUP) (Ramamoorthy and
Skaar, 2011). Given the importance and polymorphic nature of CYP2D6 and the paucity of
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available CYP2D6 next-generation sequencing assays, we developed a novel, thirdgeneration single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing assay using the Pacific
Biosciences platform with long read lengths that span the entire CYP2D6 gene, including
targeted sequencing of duplicated CYP2D6 copies when present.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples and Subjects

Author Manuscript

Commercially available DNA samples with previously reported CYP2D6 genotypes (Fang,
et al., 2014; Pratt, et al., 2010) were acquired from the Coriell Biorepository (Camden, NJ,
USA). In addition, peripheral blood samples from healthy adult donors who self-reported
their racial and ethnic background [African-American (AA), Asian, Caucasian or Hispanic]
and gave informed consent for the use of their DNA for research were obtained from the
New York Blood Center (NY, USA) with Institutional Review Board approval as previously
described (Martis, et al., 2013b). All personal identifiers were removed, and isolated DNA
samples were tested anonymously. Genomic DNA was isolated using the Puregene® DNA
Purification kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
CYP2D6 Variant Nomenclature and Genotyping
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The CYP2D6 allele designations refer to those defined by the Cytochrome P450 Allele
Nomenclature Committee (http://www.cypalleles.ki.se/cyp2d6.htm) (Sim and IngelmanSundberg, 2010), which uses the M33388.1 GenBank reference sequence (with minor
corrections) for CYP2D6 variant coordinates (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/
M33388) (Kimura, et al., 1989), nucleotide numbering, and star (*) allele definitions. All
variant nucleotide positions are numbered according to the historical M33388.1 reference
sequence with the ‘A’ of the ATG start codon as nucleotide 1; however, Supp. Table S1
summarizes all relevant CYP2D6 variants with both M33388.1 coordinates and current
Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) nomenclature using the NM_000106.5 reference
sequence and the ‘A’ of the ATG start codon as nucleotide 1. In addition, all protein-level
variant nomenclature noted below has been confirmed using Mutalyzer (https://
www.mutalyzer.nl) and NM_000106.5 with the ‘A’ of the ATG start codon as nucleotide 1.

Author Manuscript

Genotyping of 15 variant CYP2D6 alleles (*2 − *11, *15, *17, *29, *35, and *41) and the
gene duplication, was performed using the xTAG CYP2D6 Kit v3 (Luminex Corporation,
TX, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the regions surrounding the
CYP2D6 variants were long-range PCR-amplified, subjected to allele-specific primer
extension, hybridized to specific Luminex microspheres, and sorted on a Luminex 100
xMAP™ platform. Genotypes for each sample were determined using TDAS CYP2D6
version 1.01 software (Luminex Corporation), and the wild-type (CYP2D6*1) allele was
assigned in the absence of other detectable variant alleles. Targeted genotype results were
known prior to SMRT sequencing analysis.
Copy Number Analysis
CYP2D6 copy number was interrogated using commercially available TaqMan® real-time
qPCR Copy Number Assays (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA) as per the manufacturer’s
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instructions and described previously (Fang, et al., 2014; Martis, et al., 2013a). In brief,
FAM™-labeled TaqMan® minor groove binding probe and unlabeled PCR primer assays
[Hs04083572_cn (intron 2), Hs00010001_cn (exon 9)] were individually run in a duplex
qPCR with a VIC™-labeled RNase P TaqMan® Copy Number Reference Assay (catalogue
number: 4403326; Applied Biosystems). Quadruplicate experiments were each performed in
10 μl reactions containing ~10 ng of DNA, 1X TaqMan® Genotyping Master mix, 0.5 μl
each of TaqMan® Copy Number and Reference Assays in 384 well plates. Covered plates
were run in a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) and the
amplification consisted of a denaturation step at 95°C for 10 min followed by 40
amplification cycles (95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 60 sec). Data was captured using
absolute quantitation with a manual CT threshold and autobaseline, followed by analysis
using CopyCaller™ v1.0 Software (Applied Biosystems) where the number of copies of
target sequence was determined by relative quantitation with the comparative CT (ΔΔCT)
method. This method measures the CT difference (ΔCT) between target and reference
sequences, and then compares the ΔCT values of test samples to a calibrator sample known
to have two copies of the target sequence. The copy number of the target was calculated to
be two times the relative quantity.
Full Gene CYP2D6 Sample Preparation and Barcoding
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For sequencing analysis, the entire CYP2D6 gene (‘downstream’ copy) was initially
amplified as an 8.1 kb PCR using previously reported primers (Gaedigk, et al., 2007). Longrange PCR reactions were performed in 20 μl containing ~40 ng of DNA, 1X SequalPrep™
Reaction buffer (Invitrogen), 0.5 μM of forward and reverse primers (Table 1), and 1.8 units
of SequalPrep™ Polymerase. Amplification consisted of an initial denaturation step at 94°C
for 2 min followed by 10 amplification cycles (94°C for 10 sec, 63°C for 30 sec, and 68°C
for 13 min), another 20 amplification cycles (94°C for 10 sec, 63°C for 30 sec, and 68°C for
13 min + 20 sec/cycle), and a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. These products were used as
templates for nested PCR and barcoding prior to SMRT sequencing.
Nested PCR amplified a 5.0 kb fragment and incorporated universal oligonucleotide tags
(Table 1) to allow for subsequent barcoding and multiplexed SMRT sequencing.
Amplification was as above but with both annealing and extension at 68°C, and an extension
time of 6 min given the shorter amplicon length. Nested PCR products were used as
template for a final amplification that incorporated unique forward and reverse barcodes for
each sample (Table 1). The PCR conditions for this reaction were identical to the second
round nested PCR.

Author Manuscript

CYP2D6 Duplication Analysis
Duplicated CYP2D6 gene copies were interrogated directly by a unique long-range PCR
amplicon that specifically amplified ‘upstream’ (duplicated) copies of the gene. As
previously described (Gaedigk, et al., 2007), these primers specifically amplify an 8.6 kb
fragment that encompasses the entire upstream CYP2D6 copy (or 10.2 kb if the duplicated
gene copy carries CYP2D7-derived sequences as in CYP2D6*36 (Gaedigk, et al., 2006)),
allowing for star (*) allele interrogation of the duplicated gene copy. The PCR conditions for
the upstream long-range PCR were identical to the reaction carried out to amplify
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downstream CYP2D6 gene copies. These products were also used as templates for nested
PCR and barcoding, as detailed above, prior to SMRT sequencing.
Single-Molecule Real-Time (SMRT) Sequencing
Multiplex SMRT sequencing was performed as previously described (Yang, et al., 2015). In
brief, all PCR amplicons were purified by Agencourt® AMPure® XP beads and quantified
by Nanodrop 1000. After purification, equal molecule quantities of PCR amplicons were
pooled, with the required volume of each amplicon calculated by the following formula:

Author Manuscript

Where M is the total mass of pooled PCR amplicons, n is the total number of samples, V(i)
is the volume of each PCR amplicon, and C(i) is the concentration of each amplicon. A total
of 500 ng of pooled PCR amplicons were submitted for SMRT sequencing.
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SMRT sequencing was performed according to the P5-C3 Pacific Biosciences protocol with
a movie collection time of 180 minutes. In brief, pooled PCR amplicons were quantified
using Qubit fluorometric analysis (Life Technologies) and a Bioanalysis 12000 chip
(Agilent Technologies) to assess PCR amplicon quality, size, and quantity. Additionally,
barcoded and pooled amplicons were purified using Ampure XP Solid Phase Reversible
Immobilization (Beckman Coulter) at 0.8-fold volume. SMRTbell libraries were constructed
using end-repair, ligation, and exonuclease purification strategies detailed in the Pacific
Biosciences P5-C3 Template Preparation Kit protocols. SMRTbell templates were then
bound to polymerase molecules for 4 hours at 25°C using 3 nM of the amplicon SMRTbell
library and excess P5 DNA polymerase at a concentration of 9 nM as previously described
(Rasko, et al., 2011). The polymerase-template complexes were immobilized at 250 pM for
30 min on nanofabricated SMRTcells containing an array of zero-mode waveguides
(ZMWs), and ZMWs were analyzed for sequencing to generate reads using a 1×180-minute
collection protocol. Circular consensus sequencing (CCS) was then employed using multiple
passes on each SMRTbell to generate CCS reads with higher accuracy for data analysis and
the Reads of Insert pipeline was utilized with a filter of 85% accuracy and 1-pass, prior to
variant analyses.
SMRT Data Analysis and Variant Calling
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SMRT sequencing analysis included demultiplexing, alignment, sequencing quality score
recalibration, and CYP2D6 variant calling (Figure 1). Raw sequencing data in FASTQ
format were demultiplexed into unique samples according to barcode sequences at both ends
of sequencing reads using the NGSutils next-generation sequencing data analysis software
kit (Breese and Liu, 2013). The 12 bp at the proximal ends of the barcodes were used for
demultiplexing, which allowed one mismatch (including insertions/deletions). Sequencing
reads were aligned to the targeted CYP2D6 gene region (chr22:42,522,044–42,527,019;
hg19) using BWA-MEM version 0.7.12 with dedicated parameter settings for Pacific
Biosciences SMRT sequencing (Li, 2013). A python script subsequently was developed and
used to correct random sequencing errors using alignment information from the SAM files.
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The Amplicon Long-read Error Correction (ALEC) script with additional details on its
functionality is accessible at Github (https://github.com/scottlab/ALEC.git) and a
manuscript detailing and evaluating its functionality is currently in preparation. Base quality
score recalibration and variant calling were performed using the best practices of the
Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK) (DePristo, et al., 2011; McKenna, et al., 2010) with the
target CYP2D6 gene region and dbSNP138 as reference. Identified genotypes were
translated to common star (*) allele nomenclature using the M33388.1 CYP2D6 reference
sequence (Kimura, et al., 1989) with modifications and haplotype definitions according to
the Human Cytochrome P450 (CYP) Allele Nomenclature Committee (http://
www.cypalleles.ki.se/cyp2d6.htm) (Sim and Ingelman-Sundberg, 2010). For HGVS
nomenclature of identified CYP2D6 variants, see Supp. Table S1.
Allele-specific PCR and Variant Phasing
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Allele-specific PCR (AS-PCR) was performed to phase selected missense variants identified
by SMRT sequencing. The novel 3226A>G and 3235A>G variants identified in NA17222
were phased in relation to the neighboring 2850C>T (*2) allele, and the 2615–2617delAAG
(*9) variant identified in CAUC073 was phased in relation to the neighboring 3183G>A
allele (Supp. Figure S1). To increase the specificity of the AS-PCR primers, artificial
nucleotide mismatches were introduced into the third position from the 3’end of each allelespecific primer (Hirotsu, et al., 2010; Liu, et al., 2012) (Table 1). AS-PCR reactions were
performed in 20 μl using the long-range PCR products as templates (see Full Gene CYP2D6
Sample Preparation and Barcoding), 1X Takara PCR buffer, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.2 μM of
forward and reverse primers (Table 1), and 2 units of Takara Taq DNA polymerase.
Amplification consisted of an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 3 min followed by 25
amplification cycles (95°C for 45 sec, 66°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 1 min), and a final
extension at 72°C for 5 min. All amplicons were subjected to Sanger sequencing to confirm
the phase of sequenced variants in relation to the anchored allele-specific primer. Primer
specificities were confirmed and validated by parallel reactions using templates that did not
harbor the targeted phasing alleles.
In addition, the CYP2D6 full gene haplotypes were phased in both the NA17222 and
CAUC073 samples by allele-specific long-range PCR (ASXL-PCR) and Sanger sequencing
as previously described (Gaedigk, et al., 2015) using primers anchored to CYP2D6 −1584C
(NA17222) and −2523G (CAUC073).

RESULTS
Author Manuscript

SMRT Sequencing Read Length and Quality Metrics
127,116 reads were generated for all 72 amplicons described below by sequencing five
SMRTcells, where 81,649 (73.2%) had barcodes successfully distinguished and
demultiplexed. The insert subread lengths had an average of 1648 bp and a median of 896
bp; however, only those above 1000 bp (45.82%) were used for downstream variant calling
analyses to increase the coverage of full length subreads (Figure 2A). The sequencing depth
after size selection is shown in Figure 2B. The most common apparent pre-assembly
sequencing errors were insertions (1.82%), followed by deletions (1.19%) and single
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nucleotide miscalls (0.59%). The identified sequencing errors were nonsystematic and
randomly distributed across reads, as opposed to being concentrated at more distal positions.
Although alignment of SMRT sequencing data with BWA-MEM takes into account some of
the characteristics of SMRT sequencing (Li, 2013), a correction was performed to remove
randomly distributed artificial sequencing errors according to the SAM file error feature (see
Materials and Methods).
Full Gene CYP2D6 SMRT Sequencing Validation
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Ten DNA samples with previously determined and/or reported (Pratt, et al., 2010) CYP2D6
diplotypes were used to develop and validate CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing, including seven
commercially available and three internal samples (Table 2). All samples were genotyped
for 15 CYP2D6 variant alleles (*2 − *11, *15, *17, *29, *35, and *41) and the gene
duplication, as well as undergoing copy number assessment with qPCR probes specific to
intron 2 and exon 9. These validation samples together harbored ten different variant
CYP2D6 alleles (*2 − *4, *6, *9, *10, *17, *29, *35, and *41). Although NA16688 did not
have a gene duplication by Luminex genotyping (*2/*10), qPCR analysis identified three
copies of intron 2 and two copies of exon 9, suggesting the presence of a *36+*10 tandem
allele due to the CYP2D7-derived exon 9 and downstream sequences characteristic of *36
(Gaedigk, et al., 2006). All 10 samples subsequently were amplified by long-range PCR
using both CYP2D6 ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ gene copy primers, and all first round
amplicons were used as templates for nested PCR to add universal flanking primers and
SMRT sequencing barcodes (Figure 3A; see Materials and Methods). Only downstream
copies of CYP2D6 could be amplified by long-range PCR for those samples with two gene
copies by qPCR; however, NA16688 amplified both upstream and downstream products
(Figure 3B) consistent with the qPCR results. The resulting 5.0 kb barcoded amplicons were
purified, quantitated, pooled, and subjected to SMRT sequencing.
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SMRT sequencing identified the expected genotypes of all the validation samples, but also
resulted in additional variant information for most samples (Table 2 and Supp. Table S2).
The previously reported NA16688 CYP2D6 diplotype was refined from *2/*10 to *2M/
*36+*10B, NA17280 was refined from *2/*3 to *3A/*59, and the diplotypes of other
samples were refined to suballeles where possible (e.g., *1A, *2M, etc.). In addition,
NA17222 was genotyped by Luminex as *1/*2 due to heterozygosity at −1584C>G,
1661G>C, 2850C>T and 4180G>C; however, CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing detected two
additional coding variants in this sample [3226A>G (rs61736517; p.H352R) and 3235A>G
(rs202102799; p.Y355C)] (Table 2 and Supp. Table S2). AS-PCR anchored at 2850C>T
followed by Sanger sequencing confirmed that these two novel variants were on the 2850C
(*1) haplotype (Supp. Figure S1) and the full gene haplotype was elucidated by ASXL-PCR
(Supp. Table S3). This novel allele has been named CYP2D6*108 by the Cytochrome P450
Allele Nomenclature Committee. Similarly, an internal sample (ASIAN048) genotyped by
Luminex as CYP2D6*1/*29 due to heterozygosity at 1659G>A (rs61736512; p.V136M),
was also submitted to the Cytochrome P450 Allele Nomenclature Committee as CYP2D6
SMRT sequencing confirmed the heterozygous 1659G>A variant and no other coding
variants in this sample (Table 2 and Supp. Table S2). Although related to both *29 and *70,
this novel allele has been named CYP2D6*107 by the Nomenclature Committee, as
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1659G>A (p.V136M) has previously been shown to result in reduced enzyme activity when
expressed independently of other CYP2D6 coding variants (Wennerholm, et al., 2001).
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Three of the validation samples were used for reproducibility analyses, including triplicate
intra-run sequencing of NA17247 and inter-run sequencing of NA12244 and NA17280.
SMRT sequencing identified expected star (*) allele diplotypes across all replicates. In
addition, when considering all identified variants in each sample (including intronic),
triplicate SMRT sequencing of NA17247 and NA17280 had average non-reference
genotype concordances of 1.0. This high reproducibility was enabled by a novel, long-read
error correction script that was developed and employed during the variant calling analysis
pipeline (see Materials and Methods). Notably, the uncorrected NA17247 and NA17280
average non-reference genotype concordances were 0.978 and 0.875, respectively. Nonreference genotype concordances of NA12244 were not informative due to only a small
number of variants called versus the hg19 reference sequence, which contains the CYP2D6
intron 1 conversion, 1661G>C, 2850C>T, 4180G>C, and other common CYP2D6*2 single
nucleotide variants.
CYP2D6 Duplication Allele-Specific SMRT Sequencing
Ten commercially available and five internal DNA samples with previously determined
and/or reported (Fang, et al., 2014; Pratt, et al., 2010) CYP2D6 CNV alleles were used as
controls to assess if the upstream/downstream long-range PCR strategy could enable the
successful characterization of duplicated CYP2D6 copies by SMRT sequencing (Table 3;
Supp. Table S4). As expected, all samples with qPCR results indicating three or four total
copies successfully amplified a long-range upstream PCR product in addition to the
downstream copies (Figure 2B).
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SMRT sequencing of upstream and downstream CYP2D6 gene copies identified the
haplotypes of the duplicated alleles in all samples (Table 3), which were consistent with the
previously reported commercially available CNV controls (Fang, et al., 2014; Pratt, et al.,
2010) with copy number gains by qPCR. Moreover, when coupled with the qPCR results,
duplication SMRT sequencing could refine the CYP2D6 diplotypes with suballele resolution
and exact number of allele copies (e.g., *1Ax2/*2M, *1A/*4x3). The NA19152 sample was
genotyped as CYP2D6*1/*29, DUP by Luminex but was revised to *29/*43x2 with SMRT
sequencing, consistent with the recently reported genotyping of this cell line (Fang, et al.,
2014).
CYP2D6 SMRT Sequencing and Diplotype Clarification
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A previously reported pharmacogenetic reference material study identified 12 Coriell
samples that could not be confidently assigned consensus CYP2D6 diplotypes due to
discrepant results from five different targeted genotyping platforms (Pratt, et al., 2010).
These 12 samples and an additional two internal samples with unclear star (*) allele
configurations based on targeted genotyping were subjected to CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing
in an effort to resolve their diplotypes. As detailed in Table 4 and Supp. Table S5, qPCR and
SMRT sequencing identified the CYP2D6 copy number and diplotypes in all 14 samples.
Some of the previously reported discrepancies were due to different variants being
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interrogated by the commercial platforms used in the reference material study. In addition to
confirming consensus diplotypes, CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing enabled suballele resolution,
genotype refinement, duplicated allele characterization, and discovery of a novel tandem
arrangement (CYP2D6*36+*41). Specifically, CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing refined
NA17244 from *2/*4,DUP to *2Mx2/*4x2, NA17084 from *1/*10 to *1/*36+*10, and
NA17287 from *1/*1 to *1A/*83.
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Interestingly, Luminex genotyping could not infer a CYP2D6 star (*) allele diplotype for
sample CAUC073 but called heterozygous variants at 100C>T, 1661G>C, 2613delAGA,
3183G>A and 4180G>C, which were confirmed by SMRT sequencing and suggested a *9/
*10B diplotype (but with 3183G>A) (Table 4 and Supp. Table S5). However, phasing by
AS-PCR indicated that the 3183G>A (rs59421388; p.V338M) variant was on the same
haplotype as 2615_2617delAAG (*9; rs5030656; p.K281del) (Supp. Figure S1), and the full
gene haplotype was further elucidated by ASXL-PCR (Supp. Table S3). This novel allele
has been named CYP2D6*109 by the Nomenclature Committee. NA17243 was genotyped
as CYP2D6*4/*35 by Luminex, which was confirmed in the downstream copy by CYP2D6
SMRT sequencing; however, sequencing also revealed complex upstream copies that
involve a significant conversion with CYP2D7 and, therefore, are not likely to encode a
functional enzyme (Supp. Table S5).

DISCUSSION
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We developed a novel, third-generation SMRT sequencing assay capable of long read
lengths that span the entire ~5.0 kb of the CYP2D6 gene. CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing was
validated against controls with previously reported consensus diplotypes and CNV alleles,
which resulted in expected star (*) alleles, but with additional genotype refinement,
diplotype reclassification, duplication allele-specific characterization, and novel allele
discovery (CYP2D6*107−*109). The application of CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing was
highlighted by characterizing samples with discrepant or unclear CYP2D6 configurations
from previous targeted genotyping, suggesting that this technique should have significant
utility for both research and clinical testing.
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Although targeted genotyping of CYP2D6 is widely available using several commercial
platforms, sequencing the polymorphic CYP2D6 gene is challenging due to homologous
pseudogenes and relatively common structural rearrangements (Gaedigk, 2013). As such,
short-read sequencing is not an effective approach for CYP2D6 full gene characterization.
Although a Pacific Biosciences CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing assay has not previously been
reported, long-read MinION nanopore sequencing from Oxford Nanopore Technologies Inc.
was very recently tested using CYP2D6 long-range PCR amplicons from the NA12878
CEPH HapMap cell line (Ammar, et al., 2015). However, despite using an alignment
algorithm developed for long error-prone sequencing reads (BLASR) (Chaisson and Tesler,
2012), the MinION nanopore results suggested an ambiguous CYP2D6 diplotype due to the
presence of three distinct haplotypes (*2, *3, and *4), which were hypothesized by the
authors to be due to either PCR template switching or sample contamination (Ammar, et al.,
2015). Although the potential utility of long-read sequencing was clearly highlighted by this
small study, which also included sequencing of the HLA-A and HLA-B regions (Ammar, et
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al., 2015), it is possible that their 30% variant calling threshold may have resulted in false
positive or negative variants due to the polymorphic nature and complexity of the CYP2D6
locus and the ~25–30% error rate characteristic of MinION long-read sequencing (Ashton,
et al., 2015).

Author Manuscript

During our validation of CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing, the random error rate characteristic of
the Pacific Biosciences platform resulted in a number of likely false positive variant calls,
which often involved the important CYP2D6*4 loss-of-function variant (1846G>A;
rs3892097) due to sequence alignment issues from its neighboring poly-G tract. This
prompted our development of an amplicon long-read error correction script, which was
applied to the sequencing data prior to a re-alignment to reduce the number of low frequency
and poor quality variants, typically single base insertion/deletions. This proved to be a
critical component of CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing data analysis as evidenced by the
increased reproducibility observed following correction compared to the uncorrected
genotype concordances.

Author Manuscript

Although there are over 100 variant CYP2D6 star (*) alleles catalogued by the
Nomenclature Committee, most targeted genotyping platforms only interrogate a small
subset with established functional effect. Consequently, the ‘normal’ wild-type designation
(i.e., CYP2D6*1/*1) is often a default diplotype that is assigned in the absence of any other
detected variant alleles included in a test panel. This commonly used system results in some
alleles being incorrectly classified as CYP2D6*1 when they actually carry a less common
functional variant allele that was not directly genotyped. Although our method development
study was not designed to determine the prevalence of CYP2D6 star (*) alleles that are
missed or incorrectly classified by common targeted genotyping assays (particularly as some
samples in our study were specifically chosen due to ambiguous genotyping results), it is
notable that ~20% of the samples in our study tested by SMRT sequencing were revised to
either a non-genotyped or novel star (*) allele.

Author Manuscript

Predicting CYP2D6 metabolizer phenotype status from patient diplotypes is based on the
available genotype/phenotype data, but ultimately is challenging and an imperfect inference
(Hertz, et al., 2015). A related system based on a continuum of activity scores for different
allele activities has also been proposed for phenotype prediction (Hicks, et al., 2014);
however, any CYP2D6 phenotype prediction classification system is ultimately based on the
genotype data that is available. Full gene resolution techniques such as CYP2D6 SMRT
sequencing will result in the identification of more precise diplotypes, and ultimately more
refined phenotype prediction, but the increased identification of rare and novel star (*)
alleles indicates that functional studies are increasingly going to be needed to determine the
effect of these low frequency sequence variants on enzyme activity. This incomplete
interrogation of CYP2D6 by previously reported targeted genotyping studies has likely
contributed to conflicting results between research groups (Kiyotani, et al., 2013; Province,
et al., 2014), suggesting that CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing may be a very useful method for
clinical research.
Although sequencing the entire CYP2D6 gene can identify variants of uncertain
significance, this approach has the clear advantage of providing a more comprehensive
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landscape of the CYP2D6 gene for allele discovery. However, in addition to research
applications, clinical CYP2D6 testing is increasingly accessible and being adopted by
physicians to inform pharmacotherapy, which is further supported by recent CYP2D6
genotype-directed practice guidelines (Crews, et al., 2012; Crews, et al., 2014; Hicks, et al.,
2015; Hicks, et al., 2013). As such, full gene CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing may also be useful
for routine clinical testing. Of note, the ability to barcode and multiplex samples in SMRT
sequencing runs makes the per sample cost of CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing comparable to
many currently available commercial CYP2D6 genotyping assays.

Author Manuscript

In conclusion, CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing is a validated, third-generation long-read
sequencing method, which is highly reproducible when coupled with our optimized variant
calling pipeline. The capacity to interrogate the entire CYP2D6 gene in a single sequencing
read as well as specifically characterize duplicated alleles when present facilitates full gene
resolution and improved CYP2D6 metabolizer phenotype prediction for both research and
clinical testing applications. In addition, our long-range amplicon SMRT sequencing
strategy could easily be expanded beyond CYP2D6 as a multiplexed pharmacogenetic or
Mendelian disease gene panel, and/or for interrogating other structurally challenging regions
of the human genome.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing analysis pipeline
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For a detailed description see Materials and Methods.
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FIGURE 2. CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing metrics

(A) The distribution of CYP2D6 SMRT sequencing read lengths across all upstream and
downstream amplicons that were subjected to variant calling. (B) The read depth for all
analyzed nucleotides across the 5.0 kb CYP2D6 region.
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FIGURE 3. The CYP2D6 gene and overview of amplicon preparation for SMRT sequencing

(A) Schematic illustration of the CYP2D6 gene locus, including both upstream (duplicated)
and downstream copies, and location of long-range PCR amplicons (red lines). Green and
blue dashes represent universal oligonucleotide tags and barcodes, respectively. (B)
Representative amplicons from the positive control and duplication control samples. First
round 8.6 or 10.2 kb PCR products are on the top image and third round 5.0 kb PCR
products are on the bottom image. Lanes 8 and 16 of the positive controls and lanes 11 and
22 of the duplication controls represent no template controls. Note the one positive control
sample in lane 2 (NA166688) with an unexpected 10.2 kb upstream amplicon.
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Oligonucleotide primers for long range PCR amplification
Primer Sequence

Ta

Product Length

63°C

8.6 kb or 10.2 kb b

63°C

8.1 kb

68°C

5.0 kb

68°C

5.0 kb

66°C

513 bp

66°C

717 bp

Upstream PCR
5′-CCAGAAGGCTTTGCAGGCTTCAG-3′a
5′-CGGCAGTGGTCAGCTAATGAC-3′ a
Downstream PCR
5′–CCAGAAGGCTTTGCAGGCTTCAG-3′ a
5′-CAGGCATGAGCTAAGGCACCCAGA-3′ a
Second Round Nested PCR c
5′-[fwd tag]-GAACCTCTGGAGCAGCCCATACCC-3′
5′-[rev tag]-ACTGAGCCCTGGGAGGTAGGTAG-3′ a

Author Manuscript

Third Round Barcode PCR d
5′-[barcode]-ATGGGTTCCAGAGTCAATCT-3′
5′-[barcode]-GAAAGGTCTGGAGTCTTGAT-3′
2850C>T AS-PCR
FWD-C: 5′-AGCAGCTTCAATGATGAGAACCGGC-3′e
FWD-T: 5′-AGCAGCTTCAATGATGAGAACCGGT-3′e
REV: 5′-GATGCGGAAGCCCTGTACTT-3′
3183G>A AS-PCR
FWD: 5′-GGCAAGGTCCTACGCTTCCA-3′
REV-G: 5′-CGCCGCACCTGCCCTATAAC-3′e
REV-A: 5′-CGCCGCACCTGCCCTATAAT-3′e

Author Manuscript

AS-PCR: allele-specific PCR; Ta: Annealing temperature
a

Primer sequences from Gaedigk A, et al. 2007 (Gaedigk, et al., 2007).

b

Upstream amplicons were 8.6 kb in length; however, CYP2D6*36 upstream alleles amplified a 10.2 kb product due to exon 9 and downstream
sequence conversion to CYP2D7.
c

Forward universal tag sequence: ATGGGTTCCAGAGTCAATCT; reverse universal tag sequence: GAAAGGTCTGGAGTCTTGAT.

d

All unique barcodes were 18 nucleotides in length.

e

All 3′ allele-specific nucleotides are underlined, and artificially mutated nucleotides are underlined with bold font.
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*2/*3
*1/*9
*1/*29 f
*1/*17
*1/*6

*2/*3

*1/*9

-

-

-

NA17280

NA17296

ASIAN048

HISP291

CAUC053

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

Intron 2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Exon 9

TaqMan Copy Number

Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Downstream

Upstream/Downstream Copy

*1A/*6A

*1A/*17

*1A/*107 g

*1A/*9

*3A/*59 d,e,e

*1A/*2M

*4/*35 b,d

*2M/*108 c

*2M/*36+*10B

*35/*41 b

Diplotype

CYP2D6 SMRT Sequencing

Hum Mutat. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 March 01.

g
SMRT sequencing identified heterozygous 1659G>A (p.V136M) and no other coding variants, which has been named CYP2D6*107 by the Cytochrome P450 Allele Nomenclature Committee (Sim and
Ingelman-Sundberg, 2010).

Luminex genotyping called a *1/*29 genotype due to heterozygous 1659G>A but without 1661G>C, 2850C>T, 3183G>A, or 4180G>C.

f

The identified *4 alleles were not revised to suballeles due to the extent of benign suballele variants detected across *4 samples.

SMRT sequencing identified heterozygous 1661G>C, 2291G>A, 2850C>T, 2939G>A and 4180G>C (in addition to the *3A variants), which revised the *2/*3 diplotype to *3A/*59.

e

d

SMRT sequencing confirmed the common *2 alleles identified by Luminex genotyping (−1584C>G, 1661G>C, 2850C>T, and 4180G>C), but also detected the novel 3226A>G (p.H352R) and 3235A>G
(p.Y355C) coding variants. Phasing by AS-PCR and ASXL-PCR indicated that both 3226A>G and 3235A>G were on the same haplotype as the 2850C allele, which has been named*108 by the
Cytochrome P450 Allele Nomenclature Committee (Sim and Ingelman-Sundberg, 2010).

c

All identified *17, *35 and *41 alleles have the CYP2D7 gene conversion in intron 1.

b

Based on consensus CYP2D6 genotypes reported in Pratt VM, et al. 2010 (Pratt, et al., 2010).

a

Please note that all variant coordinates are summarized in Supp. Table S1 using both the M33388.1 reference sequence and current HGVS nomenclature with NM_000106.5.

*1/*2

*1/*2

NA17247

*1/*2

*1/*2

NA17222
*4/*35

*2/*10

*2/*10

NA16688

*4/*35

*35/*41

*35/*41

NA12244

NA17246

Luminex v3

Reported a

Samples

CYP2D6 Diplotype

Positive control samples tested with CYP2D6 targeted genotyping, copy number analysis, and SMRT sequencing
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*1/*1, DUP

*1/*1xN

NA17298

*2/*17, DUP
*2/*4, DUP
*1/*29, DUP
*2/*41, DUP
*1/*4, DUP
*1/*4, DUP
*1/*2, DUP
*2/*41, DUP
*1/*2, DUP

*2/*4x2

*29/*43x2

*2x2/*41

*1/*4x3

-

-

-

-

NA19137

NA18924

NA19152

NA19171

NA19175

AA457

ASIAN089

ASIAN141

HISP432

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Intron 2

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Exon 9

TaqMan Copy Number

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Upstream/Downstream Copy

*1/*2Mx3

*2Mx2/*41

*1A/*2x2 e

*1A/*4x3 b

*1A/*4x3 b

*2Mx2/*41 d

*29/*43x2 c

*2M/*4x2 b

*2Mx2/*17

*2Mx2/*35

*4x2/*41 b

*1A/*1Ax2

*2Mx2/*17

*1Ax2/*2M

Diplotype

CYP2D6 SMRT Sequencing
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SMRT sequencing confirmed the expected *2M and *41 alleles on the downstream copies but also identified the synonymous 958G>A variant in heterozygosity.

Some identified *2 alleles were similar to *2M but did not harbor 4481G>A.

e

d

SMRT sequencing confirmed the expected *29 allele and duplication, and also identified the *43 (77G>A) allele (not interrogated by Luminex) on both upstream and downstream copies.

c

Based on consensus CYP2D6 genotypes reported in Fang H, et al. 2014 (Fang, et al., 2014).

The identified *4 alleles were not revised to suballeles due to the extent of benign suballele variants detected across *4 samples.

b

a

Please note that all variant coordinates are summarized in Supp. Table S1 using both the M33388.1 reference sequence and current HGVS nomenclature with NM_000106.5.

*2/*35, DUP

*2/*2xN

*2x2/*17

NA17232

*4/*41, DUP

*2/*17, DUP

*2xN/*17

NA02016

*4xN/*41

*1/*2, DUP

*1xN/*2

NA17221

NA07439

Luminex v3

Reported a

Samples

CYP2D6 Diplotype

Duplication samples tested with CYP2D6 targeted genotyping, copy number analysis, and SMRT sequencing
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*2/*4
*1/*10
*4/*5
*2/*4, DUP
*1/*1
*1/*2, DUP
*2/*35
*1/*35
*35/*35
*4/*35
*4/*35
*1/*2
?
?, DEL

*2/*4

*1/*10

*4/*5

*2A/*4, DUP

*1/*1(*36/?)

DUP

*2/*2(*35)

*1/*2(*35)

*2(*35)/*2(*35)

*2(*35)/*4

*2(*35)/*4

*1/*2
-

NA17289

NA17084

NA17252

NA17244

NA17287

NA09301

NA17218

NA17213

NA17256

NA17243

NA17261

NA17119

CAUC073

HISP418

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

4

1

3

2

Intron 2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

1

4

1

2

2

Exon 9

TaqMan Copy Number

Upstream + Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Downstream

Upstream + Downstream

Downstream

Upstream/Downstream Copy

*5/*36+*41 h

*10B/*109 g

*1A/*2M

*4/*35 b

*4/*35 b,f

*35/*35

*1A/*35

*2M/*35

*1A/*2x2 e

*1A/*83 d

*2Mx2/*4x2 b

*4/*5 b

*1A/*36+*10B c

*2M/*4 b

Diplotype

CYP2D6 SMRT Sequencing
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SMRT sequencing confirmed the *2 duplication, and also identified the synonymous 2452T>C variant on the upstream *2 copy.

SMRT sequencing identified heterozygous 843T>G, exon 9 CYP2D7 gene conversion and 4180G>C, which revised the *1/*1 diplotype to *1A/*83.

f
SMRT sequencing confirmed the *4/*35 diplotype; however, the upstream copy-specific primers amplified a product despite only two copies being detected by qPCR. The upstream copies had significant
conversion to CYP2D7 and, therefore, are not likely to encode a functional enzyme.

e

d

SMRT sequencing detected *1A/*10B on the downstream copy but also identified the common and benign 2850C>T variant in heterozygosity.

c

The identified *4 alleles were not revised to suballeles due to the extent of benign suballele variants detected across *4 samples.

Based on discrepant CYP2D6 genotyping from different targeted platforms reported in Pratt VM, et al. 2010 (Pratt, et al., 2010).

b

a

Please note that all variant coordinates are summarized in Supp. Table S1 using both the M33388.1 reference sequence and current HGVS nomenclature with NM_000106.5.

Luminex v3

Reported a

Samples

CYP2D6 Diplotype

Previously identified discrepant and/or unclear CYP2D6 samples tested with copy number analysis and SMRT sequencing
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Luminex genotyping did not infer a star (*) allele genotype but called heterozygous variants at 100C>T and 1846G>A, mutant variants at 1661G>C, 2850C>T, 2988G>A and 4180G>C, and the *5 gene
deletion allele. SMRT sequencing revised the diplotype to *5/*36+*41 but with the synonymous 4193T>C variant on the downstream *41 tandem allele.

h

Luminex genotyping did not infer a star (*) allele diplotype but called heterozygous variants at 100C>T, 1661G>C, 2613delAGA, 3183G>A and 4180G>C, which were confirmed by SMRT sequencing
and suggested a *9/*10B diplotype (but with 3183G>A). Phasing by AS-PCR and XLAS-PCR indicated that the 3183G>A (p.V338M) variant was on the same haplotype as the 2613delAGA (*9) allele,
which has been named *109 by the Cytochrome P450 Allele Nomenclature Committee (Sim and Ingelman-Sundberg, 2010).
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